NOTES:
1) NAILERS SHALL BE SECURELY ANCHORED TO THE DECK TO RESIST A FORCE OF 300 POUNDS PER LINEAL FOOT IN ANY DIRECTION.
2) VAPOR RETARDER SHALL BE SEALED AT EDGES.

EXPANSION JOINT AT WALL WITH FOAM ROD

REFER TO PARAPET AND WALL DETAILS FOR ACCEPTABLE TERMINATION

SARNAFIL G410 FLASHING TO ACCEPTABLE SUBSTRATE

FOAM ROD TUBING

SARNAFASTENERS AND SARNABAR w/ SARNACORD

SARNAFIL G410 FLASHING STRIP, HOT-AIR WELDED

SARNAFIL G410 MEMBRANE, LOOSELY-LAID

STONE BALLAST

STRUCTURAL DECK

FELT (6 MIL POLY SHEET)

VAPOR RETARDER (AS REQUIRED)

COVER BOARD (OPTIONAL)

INSULATION

TREATED WOOD NAILER

BATTEN INSULATION